PRAYER FOR ANTI-NUCLEAR CAMPAIGN

All-powerful God, Creator, Protector, and Sustainer of all, you shaped this planet and every microscopic particle as a dynamic, inter-dependent web of life, pulsing with energy and possibility, fused in unity and inherent integrity.

Human mutiny and power-mongering shake the Earth to its very core; nuclear fission shreds its integrity, particle by particle. Corruption and greed for energy at any cost putrefy our constitutional integrity.

Earth is plundered, its unity fractured. Toxins seep through the cracks - physical, social, technical, political - leaving our bones bleached and dry to feed the power of a raging beast that shrieks incessantly for more and more and more, robbing earth of life and energy to produce energy devoid of life, well-being and integrity.

No, Lord God, we cannot stand silent in the presence of this corrupt and toxic fiend as it atomizes integrity and perfection of creation and spreads its poisonous waste over time and space. We will shout for earth’s right to remain whole and dynamic, its natural sources of energy sustaining all life in community.

Honesty, transparency, bravery, tenacity - may these be our sources of human energy to uphold the sanctity of life and integrity of the Earth, temporarily placed in our hands in trust for future generations. Nuclear fission be damned!

Amen